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Introduction

This paper is devoted to a theoretical investigation of TV A' —t :r/+/~ processes, where A'
is a nuclcon and /* means a lepton. As compared with the reactions e + c~ —> ArAr to be
a source of the information on nucleon electromagnetic (EM) form factors (FF's) in the
time-like region, the reactions NN —> w/+i~ are next in order from the point of view of
relevance. Since the latter arc crossing reactions, on .the one hand, to clectroproduction
[1] c~N ~* C~NK processes (transfer momenta are in the space-like region) and, on
the other hand, to an inverse, elcctroproduction [2] ir~p —t n/ + /~ process (transfer
momenta arc in the time-like region), by means of the NN —> irl+l~ process one can
solve experimentally similar problems of electrodynamics of Iiadrons as in the case of
e~N -+ e'Nir and wN —> Nl+l~ processes.
First of all it is an investigation of the pion and nuclcon electromagnetic structure
in those time-like momentum transfer squared values that cannot be reached by the
e + c~ -4 K+X~ and c+c~ <=> AW processes. If in the c+c~ —* NN processes the
nuclcon EM FF's can be measured only for k2 > <1JI/2 (M is the nucleon mass and
k is the four-momentum of the virtual photon), the processes NN —» xl+l~ give in
principle information on the pion and nucleon EM structure starting from A*2 > 4m2
(mi is the lepton mass). The tinphysical region 0 < k2 < AM2 for e + e~ <=> A^A'
processes is of essential interest due to the fact, that just here the nuclcon EM FF's
are complicated.in structure determined [3] by various vector mesons. As a result, the
behaviour of FF's in the time-like region above the NN threshold and in the space-like
region is shaped by this region.
The processes NN —+ wl+l~ are tempting also from another point of view. Due to
the three-body final state in the latter reaction even in annihilation of slow antinucleons
with nuclcous at rest one can vary values of the momentum transfer squared by varying
energy of the detected piou. Therefore these processes are favorably differing from the
binary reactions e'^e" —* NN, where values of the momentum transfer squared are •
unambiguously fixed by the. energy of colliding leptons.
Unlike the binary reactions e + e~ -* NN, the amplitude of A'A' —> irl+l~ processes
consists of various contributions and th:.s one can investigate interference effects of

FF's of different hadrons, and as a result, determine relative phases of those FF's.
We note that in the NN -» KI+1~ process for k7 < (2M - 7n r ) 2 there are no FF's
of free nucleons investigated. Realty, here a vertex N N'-/' with one virtual inn Icon
(j? ^z M) appears, and therefore, the process A'JV —* / + /~ is examined. It is clear that
with increasing distance of k7 from the threshold k2 = AM7 of the reaction A'A' —» / + /~,
also the virtuality of a nucleon increases. More precisely, to every value of k7 from the
interval 0 < k7 < (2Af — MI,)* (the lepton mass is neglected) a value of p7 corresponds
from the interval — {M7 + mj) < p7 < (M — m*)7 taking thus values of both the
space-like and time-like region. A similar problem of off-mass-shell effects for nuclcon
EM FF's arises not only in the reaction NN —» irl+l~ but also in other processes like
e~N —* e~Nv [4], the electrodisintcgration on a dcuteron e"D —* c'np [5] and others
[6]. In this paper we shall not discuss off-mass-shell effects for EM FF's of hadrons.
When studying lepton-hadron interaction processes, one has always to distinguish
between the analysis of kincmatical aspects and dynamical ones [7J.
A generalized rclativistic kinematics first contains an analysis of all consequences
of one-photon exchange mechanism, then the EM current conservation of hadrons and
also the results of application of various symmetries to EM interactions of hadrons. In
this way, one can specify the spin structure of the EM current of hadrons, parametrizing the latter in terms of a number of amplitudes, and finally, one can express structure
functions by means of those amplitudes and find out the differential cross-section dependence (and various polarization effects) on the kincmatical variables that arc not
dynamic in nature.
A similar analysis has to precede the consideration of dynamical aspects of the
problem.
In the first place, however, we clarify the general structure of the differential probability of annihilation of slow antiprotons on protons at rest into pion and Icplon pairs.'
Afterwards, by using a simple pole model, we calculate the threshold amplitude of
the process pp —> 7r°7*. Then the P-dcpendence of the process pp —» 7r°/+/~ in the
afore-mentioned model is completely determined by the proton magnetic FF in the
unphysical region. This ^-dependence is predicted by using two unitary and analytic
VMD models of G'^ik7) differing from each other by the sequence of incorporation of .

the correct FT analytic properties and the method of incorporation of tin- asymptotic
behaviour as predicted by QCT) for bnryons.
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Structure of differential probability

I'snally. at a rapture of slow particles by olhcr particles at rest one can consider,
instead of thecross-sectiou. just the decay probability of the latter system.
We start with a standard expression for the probability of annihilation of very slow
anlinticlcons on nuclcons at rest into piou and leptou pairs (see I'ig.l)

"'
where P is the total momentum of an A'A' pair, the components of which also for"
very slow anlinuclcons are. roughly speaking, determined only by the mass as follows
P = (2A/,0). The quantities /v,T, /?_ (/?+) are energies of tin* pion. electron (positron)
and if, k'i, (k-i) are their three-inonienta.
The matrix element M of the (NN —» irl+l~) decay in t'ie one-photon exchange
approximation takes the form

where f = t*(A*i)*>>'(A*a) and ./,, is the KM current of an A'A" —• -',' transition (•)" is a
virtual photon).
By means of (I) and (2) one gets
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where the bar. in the definition of //,,„ means summation over polari/.alion slates of
leptons and tin1 bar in the definition of II',,,, means averaging over polarization slates
of a nucleon-antinucleon pair. The qnanlity r/fl means the space-angle element of an
outgoing electron (or positron), to be delined according to' some physical reference
frame. The latter can be specified if one of the initial inicleons is polarized (with a
vector polarization /') and if the :i-moiueutum of the < +< ~ pair (or the \wm) is known,
the latter forming, with /', ;i plane.

If the initial particles A' and A' are ujipolarizcd, then a contraction LIH,WIIV docs
not depend on angles of r/0 and therefore in (3) our can integrate over (/0 explicitly,
obtaining finally -Isr.
As'a consequence of the conservation of the ,/„, /.• •,/ = 0, the product A.,,,,11'',,,, can
be rewritten into the following form

by using the coordinate system, in which :>axis is parallel to the 3-nioinentum k of the
virtual photon (ka is the energy of 7").
Now. taking into account the I'-invariancc of U.M irilcraclions of hadroris, the tensor
H'y (the space-part, of IV',,,,) can be written in the following general fonn

WH = (6,j - it.wW)

+ MjWiii!*), I = k/\k\

(-1)

where W\,i(k2) are real structure functions (SF). SI'' \V\[ki) describes the creation
of 7* with the transversal polarization and the creation of 7* with the longitudinal
polarization is characterized by Wi(k2).
Production of unpolarized leptons is determined by the tensor

from where
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and m means the lepton mass.
In terms of (4) and (•';), the dilferenlial probability Lakes the form
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As n result, the differential probability (PY/dxdy that characterizes the Dalitz distribution for the nucleou-antimicleon annihilation at rest to a lepton pair and the pion
is symmetric with respect to the change /?+ <S=> L\.

TiiTs has to hold always in

C-invariant theories.
Moreover, if the dependence of the probability (PV/dxdy on variable x is dynamical in origin, i.e. it is determined by the k2- dependence of SF's \Vtj(k2),

then the

dependence of <PV/dxdy on variable y is pure kinematical. Therefore, by investigating
' the (/-dependence of the differential probability of NN —» vl+l~ process, one can determine the quantity Ri, the ratio of probabilities for production of longitudinal and
transversal virtual photons in the NN —• T7" process. The fact that the probability
(PYjdxdij at a fixed value of k2 is quadratic in ;/,

is a consequence of the one-photon exchange mechanism applied to the reaction under
consideration.
Consequently, the manifestation of that y2--dependence has the same physical reason like the cot2 & dependence of the differential cross-section of c~ N —• e~N process
(iVis the electron scattering angle in laboratory system) or the cos2i5 dependence of
the differential cross-section of e + e" —» h + X process (h is a detected hadron, A' is
a nonregistered bunch of created particles and tf is a detected hadron angle related to
the three-momentum of the electron in the cm. system of c + e~ collisions), and that
physical reason is the one-photon exchange mechanism of all afore-mentioned processes.
For a real photon k2 = 0, therefore the quantity W\{Q) determines the probability
of the'real-photon creation in NN —» ^7 process as follows

Using this expression for P., one can obtain the Dalitz distribution for NN —> irl+l~
process [S]

where

5.

So, by investigating the energy distribution of leptons in the A'A' —• ;r/+/~ process
on the Dalitss plane one can determine two very important quantities of the electrodynamics of hadrous, Rt(k2) and Ri,(k2), which at the same time determine the energy
spectrum of pions in jVA' —> 7r/+/"*, i.e. the result of integration over the Icptou pair

~ki ~hi}=(-°"" ^w}f ( * a+2m ' 2) V i ~ 'if-(<J
As a result, the k2 - distribution of NN
dx

/ + /" process is obtained in the form

/T = —
' 7 3TT

where

and
U> = Mil - TTf?)To find the coeflicient of internal conversion for A'iV —» 7r/+/~, which is equal to
the ratio of the total probabilities of NN —» KI+1~ and NN -+ tr*t processes, one
has to know the k2 dependence of Rr(k2) and Ri\k2) quantities. In the next sections
we calculate just Rx(k2) and /i/,(fc2) by using a tree-diagram approximation of the
corresponding amplitude.
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Electromagnetic current of the NN —> ir-y* transition

The structure of the EM current ./of the A'A' —» z~f .transition in the case of S - state
annihilation can be restored generally, starting only with the P - invariance of EM
interactions of hadrons. By using a two-component spinor formalism for describing N
and Af, one can write for ./ the expression

kf,(k2)

The amplitude / i ( F ) is a form factor of the virtual photon production of the dipole
magnetic type in AW —» - - , ' transition, the amplitude fi(k2)

is a form factor of the

production of the longitudinally polarized virtual photon of KO -type.
Both FK's, /,,(. are complex functions of k'1 (in the time-like region) for k:i > kjh.
where k'fh can he found from the unilarity condition, taking into account symmetry
properties of the IvM current of hadrous.
The (|iiaulilies fi(fi)

describe annihilation of the AW system with the angular

momentum / = 0 and the total spin 5 = 1(0). The system />/> (nt>) possesses a definite
C - parity defined by the relation

Therefore, as a consequence of the (' -parity conservation in processes /»/» —> - " • ) ' and
fin -* ;r o 7". one obtains
//(*•*) = 0.

(12)

The latter relation has to be fulfilled for any mechanism of those reactions in the whole
kincmalical region of I:'1.
An experimental confirmation of (12) could lead to:
• verification of (' - invariaiice of the electromaguelic interactions of hadrons
V
• verification of the1 hypothesis that the annihilation of autinucleous at rest is realized in the S - state.
Systems (;>;») and (up) do not possess a delinite C • parity, hut they have a deliuile
G - parity determined by tlie relation
G = ( - 1 )'+*•+'.
where / is the isotopie spin of the AW system. Taking / = ( ) . / = ! for /»» and up we
obtain that G -parily of the singlet state is negative, and (•' • parity of I he triplet stale is
positive. Accepting that the (! - parity of the pion with an arbitrary charge is negative-,
we find that the I'T' / / ( £ ' ) corresponds to the creation of an isovector virtual photon
and FI1' /«(£*) corresponds to the crealion of an isoscalar virtual photon. Therefore.

0 for F > -Un'i and /i»»/,(F) ^ (j for F > \)nii.

Consequently, fm —• ~~Y and fip —» IT"1-," are described by two nonzero l'F's with
definite isotopic properties.
These predictions of symmetries for processes of the creation of charged and neutral
pious in A'A' —> zl+l~ are very peculiar for polarization effects.
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Calculation of ft{k2) and fi{k2) form factors

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the differential probability of ArA' —» 7r/+/~ process
to the EM structure of hadrons, we calculate the form factors ft,i(k2), using the simple
tree-diagram-approximation model shown in Fig.2.
To "justify" the latter model, we would like to note that the poles of amplitudes,
corresponding to the exchange by the uucleon, are very close to the physical region

* - M2 = u- M2 = ml - 2MB, < ml - 2Mmn,
where * = (/.• — /)|) i , 1/ = [k — pi)2. So, a minimal shift of the pole from the physical
region is determined by the pioti mass, namely, the mass of one of the lightest hadroiis.
One has to stress that similar pole models (Horn approximation) arc'used more
or less successfully in the crossing channels to the process under consideration, i.e.
in c~p —* C~MT+ and ir'p —» nc + e~ processes. For these,reactions.one can show
two kincmatical regions of invariant variables, in which the Born approximation is
commonly used.
One region corresponds to the threshold of-('N —» NIT reaction, where the effective
mass of the (l\'ir) system is very near to the sum of pion and nucleou masses and at the
same time the invariant variable k'2 can take arbitrary values of the space-like region
momentum transfer. For the inverse K~p —> 117" process, the latter region corresponds
to the capture of slow pious on protons, where values of k2 (in the time-like region) are
restricted by the condition k2 < ml + 2Mmr.

'

•

The second kiuematical region of e~N —» C'NK and ir'p —> ne+n~ processes'
corresponds to large values of the invariant mass of the irN system and at the same
time to small values of the invariant variable I — (k — <y)2. .lust a small value of t is
responsible for a close position of the pion pole to the physical-region border, and as a

consequence, the contribution of the corresponding diagram increasses.
Measurement of the cross-section of c~j> —» e " n i + process in both these regions
was used for determining of the nucleon and pion EM-FF's. Especially, the high energy
region w;is used [1] for determining the charged pion FF in the region of the space-like
momenta transfer (up to very high values of |A'2|).
The threshold region of c~p —» c~wr and v~p —> ne*c~ reactions has aroused
a special interest in the verification of threshold theorem predictions (of the KrollRudcrnian [9] type), and also in the verification of model predictions based on current
algebra [10J. This interest has grown especially after obtaining' very exciting results
[] 1] on the cross-section of the photoproduction of K° - meson on protons, ~/p -> pit0,
in the threshold region, where experimental cross-sections appeared to be substantially
smaller than theoretical predictions. In principle, this problem can be connected with
the "spin-crisis" problem [12] in clarifying the fisyinmetry in scattering of longitudinally
polarized inuons on polarized protons.

• '

,

, •

When returning to the fm —* it-/' process, the EM current J(1, corresponding to the
diagrams in Fig.2, takes the form

J,. = ^aM-Pi)hs{^~^MM1(Fln%

+ |g7<vM +

(13)

where gK is the irNN coupling constant (for a pseudoscalar variant), F* is the charged
pion EM FF and Fijn (Ft,-ip) arc the neutron (antiproton) EM FF's. As a consequence
of C - invariance, the relation
F\,ip — ~F\,2p

•

.

•

is valid.
For arbitrary FF's Ftv, F\n and F» the current (13) is not conserved

k • J = ^gM-PihMriW*

- Fls + Flp) ?t o.

The conservation of the EM current is ensured only when the following relation
;
^ir = ^"lll ~

Flp

holds valid among FF's, which, however, is not realistic at any value of I:1.

One can achieve the conservation of the current by means of a'procedurc which is
commonly used in the investigation of inelastic .scattering of electrons on nuclcons and
nuclei. We mean the transformation

as a result of which one obtains the conservation of the current «/('. However, in
the latter transformation, one requires the divergence of the current J,,. An attractive
property of the Born approximation for NN —* xf process is the possibility to calculate
just this current divergence k • J.

•

•

As a consequence, for the threshold amplitudes /i,i(fc*) of NN —* ir*7" process one
can obtain the expressions ' •

.

V

^

' -

(14)

• • where

#

iJ= l (fff a - Ffr) and
fiJ

\

is the magnetic FF of the nucleon.
As one could expect from considerations in the previous section, /«(fcs) is determined
only by the isoscalar part of the magnetic FF of the nucleon (Ml transition) and fi{k2)
is determined only by the isovector parts of the Dirac and Patili FF's and also by the
pion FF Fr that is of the isovector type too.
We would like to stress the characteristic threshold behaviour of both FF's for

1*1-0

"•

.

In case of the production of neutral pions in the ftp —» vy' process, as it was
clarified earlier, there is only one nonzero FF /i(fc7) that in the framework of the Born
approximation is determined by the following relation

>7^W
10

.

(16)
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Numerical evaluations

To find the k1 - dependence of the differential probability of the .YA' —< -/+/" process,
one has to clcrivr relations between the structure functions II^(Jt"). II'itA1'.) defined by
tlic expression (-1) nnd FF's fi{k2), ft(k'2) defined by tho relation (11).
Starling with the general .structure (•)) of the space-components 11 y of die haclronic
tensor and expressing them through'.-! product of the KM current J paramctrizaliou
(11) for the A'A' —» T-)" process and its complex conjugate form, after averaging over
polarization states of .'V and A', one gels the following relations

"'i(A-J) = 5l/.(* a )| 7 . «'*(**) = £l/i(* a )| a -

. (17)

We note that these formulae are of a general d i a m e t e r and they have lo be valid
for any mechanism of A'A' —» -•)" processes.
In the framework of the Horn approximation for I In* /»/» - • -"-,* process, iheelfeclive
mass spectrum of produced lepton pairs in the jip —* - ° / + / " process will be determined
by the following expression

f/l (

As il has lo be in l.he general case, the expression (IS) I urns out lo be zero on Ihe
borders of physical region, i.e. at .r = I (the maximal value of A1* at Ir — (2.M — in.)'1)
and at,
a: = .To = (2A>-'ni y ( ' ' " ' " | ' " i | l i n l value of h2 at k* = In/'-).

Therefore, the integral roellicienl of the interim! conv<'rsioii c,,., = !'(/'/' -r* ~"l+l~)/!(/'/'
T ° 7 ) is drtermined by the formula

•

(19)

(2M-mr)\
As a consequence of the characteristic Coulomb singularity £, the integral coefficient
ctoi will take its value mainly from the regioii ,T « XQ, from where one gets the wellknown estimation (8]

that does not depend on the EM .structure of nuclcons.
It follows from (20) that the coefficient of the internal conversion for the pp —>
v°H+ft~ process with production of a union pairs will be smaller than the coefficient
of the internal conversion for the pp —> s-°e+t" process with production of electronpositron pairs and
c<6<(/' + /0/ c ioi( e+c ~) ** (Inm^/nie)" 1 .

(21)

An accurate integration in (19) confirms the previous rough estimations, as it will
be shown further.
The effective mass spectrum of / + /~ produced in the pp —* 7r°(+/~ process is calculated by means of (18) and by using two unitary and analytic VMD models [13,14] of
nucleon EM FF's which differ from each other by the sequence of incorporation of the
correct FF analytic properties and the method of incorporation of the asymptotic behaviour as predicted by QCD (up to logarithmic corrections) for baryons. The results
are presented in Fig.3 and Fig.'l, respectively.
The corresponding values of the integral coefficients of internal conversion are
OM : 0.0723
NM : 0.0627
and
Ctodpp ~* T°c + e") = •

OM: .0.0813
NM : 0.0717

12

where (OM) means the old model [13] and (NM) means the new model [14] of thenuclcoii EM FP's..
The effective mass spectrum of lepton pairs produced in the fm —* jr~i*7~ process
contains, besides t.hc information on the isoscalar magnetic FF of nucleons, the information oirthe isovertor Dirac and Pauli nuclcon FF's and the pion FF as well, as it
follows from the relation
s C<""»(Jt2) =

r(jm
a

37

(22)

^

- ml

l/l--

where

and
to =

4M2 +fc*- m2.

Since F r (0)= -1 (there is a negatively charged pion), 2F, (0)=l, then the ^ singularity in the ratio Ri, will be cancelled. The behaviour of RiAk2) (the FT-(k'1) is
taken from [15]) is presented in Fig.5.. The effective mass-spectrum C'*"'(fc2) is graphically presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7. The corresponding integral coefficients of internal

conversion are

.
_

+

_

i OM: 1.3G25

~*

\ NM : 0.8032

and

•'

_
°'°! '

+

_

•

[ OM: 1.3799
\ NM : 0.8149

The quantity Ri is sensitive to the relative phases of all three isovector FF's JF, \
Fj}"' and F». Therefore, its uxperimental determination as a function of k2 appears to
be very important in reconstructing the EM structure of hadrons in the region of timelike momenta. However, to separate contributions of Rf{k2) and Ri,(k2), one has to

13

investigate the y - dependence of the differential probability iPY/dxdy of fm —> it~l+l~
process at a fixed value of it2.
It is extremely useful to rewrite the quantity Ri,{k2) into the following form

1

+
—

P + mJ

2

AM2

Gt"

M

^,.
2*

A' + mJ,

4 A/2 '

Since /^j '=1.90, there is a strong compensation of F-j1' and F, contributions in
Rl{k7) for relatively small values of k'1.

6

Conclusions and summary

We have theoretically investigated the annihilation of slow anlinuclcons on nucleons at
rest into pion and lepton pairs with the aim of possible experimental determination of
the nuclcon EM FF behaviour in the unphysical region, i.e. in the region of complicated
behaviour of FF's caused by the resonance formation. Since, in a process of that sort,
the capture of slow particles on other particles at rest is essential and therefore, instead
of the cross-section, the decay probability of a bound system is considered, wo have
first clarified the structure of the differential probability of N N —t TT/+/~ process. It is
shown that the latter generally depends on two quantities, IltAk1) and /iv(fc2), to be
expressed through two corresponding .structure functions. For the calculation of the k2dependence o!'Ri(k2) and Rr[k'), we have used the tree-diagram-approxiniation model
for the NN —> vl+t~ process, in the framework of which it is clearly demonstrated that
the process pp —» v°l+l~ is completely described by means of the magnetic FF of the
proton. At the same time, the description of the pn —» TT~1+1~ process, besides the
isoscalar magnetic FF of the nucleon, contains also the isovector miclcon and pion EM
FF's.
By using two unitary and analytic VMD models of the nuclcon EM FF's and the
most accomplished up to now pion EM FF model, we have finally predicted, tin; effective

14
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Fig 1.: Diagrammatic representation of the amplitude of annihilation of slow antinurk*ons on nucleons at rest into a pion and a Icpton pair.
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Fig 2.: Trec-diagrain-approxiiiiation of lln> ainplitudc of llu« A'A' - • i'* process.
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•mass spectra of (lie Icpton pairs and the integral coefficients of internal conversion.for
;;/i —> 7r°/ + /~ and fin —» T ~ / + / ~ processes.
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Mcc/ieaoBaiiHe nyxjionnbix 3JieiapoMarHHTHbix cpopMcpaKTopoB
B ne$H3n i iecKoii o6;iacTH iipn noMoiuii npoueccoB AW —»

ntT

FlpoBOMHTCH TeopeTHMecKoe iiccjieuoBaiuie npoueccoB aiinHrKnsmnn nyicnoHairninyioioiiiioii napw n IIHOII II jieinoiiiiyio napy. B ztamioii paGoTe Bbineaena ofjiuaa
dpyKTypa flncpcnepeimnanbnoii BepojmiocTH amuini^flUHH Meflflennbix anTiuiyKJioHOB na iiyioioiiax, T.e. npouecca NN - > ntf,

Bbimicnena cTpyKTypa s j i e i o p o -

MarmiTHoro TOKa n p o u e c c a pp - 4 7i°y* B 5-COCTOJIIIIIH H rioKa3aiibi o 6 m n e cBoiicrBa
cooTBeTCTByiouiHX tbopMdpaKTopoB.flanee, Hcnoflb3ya npn6/iii>tcenne apeBecHbix flHarpaMM, 3TH cpopMCpaKTopbi BbiMHCJieiibi HBIIO. flnH upouecca pp - > J t V r noKa3ano,
MTO OH no^iiocTbio onHCbiBaeTCH ManiHTiibiM cpopMd^aKTopoM npoToiia B necpH3HMecKoii oG^acTH. H nocnefliiee, noKa3an cneKTp ad^cbeKTHBHbix Mace H HHTerpanbHbie
KO3cpd^HUHeinbi BiiyTpeinieii KOHBepcmi npoueccoB pp —> it ff
H pn - >
n~tr.
Pa6oTa Bbiriojmeiia B Jla6opaTopnn TeopeTHMecKoii dpn3HKH HM.H.H.EorojiioSoBa OH5IH.
ripciipiiiiT OOi.cjiHMcinioro inicTHTyTa Hjicpni.ix ncaicjionaiiiiM. ilyCua, 1995
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Investigation of Nucleon Electromagnetic Form Factors
in the Unphysical Region by Means of the AW —»n[*T Reactions
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A theoretical investigation NN —»nl^f of processes is carried out. First,
the general structure of the differential probability of annihilation of very slow
antinucleons on nucleons at rest into pion and lepton pairs is derived, then
the structure of the electromagnetic current of NN -» ny transition in the case
of 5-state annihilation is restored and general properties of the corresponding form
factors are demonstrated. Next, by using the three-diagram approximation
of the amplitude, those form factors are calculated explicitly and for the special
process (pp) -»n°y* -> 7i°^T they are shown to be completely described
by the magnetic form factor of the proton in the unphysical region. Finally,
the effective mass spectra of lepton pairs and the integral'coefficients of internal
conversion for thepp—*n l*T and pn —>iCtf processes are predicted.
The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory
of Theoretical Physics, JINR.
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